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A concept that emphasizes that when the architecture of the past was being built, experimenters were at
the forefront. The avant-garde divides the values â€‹â€‹inherited from past experience and, more

broadly, from ancestors into new (evolutionary) and old (natural) values. But, argues Kells, all this refers
not to the term â€œleftâ€�, but to those aspects of culture that are called innovative (from the word

innovation, which means â€œnoveltyâ€�) and which not only did not learn anything from the past, but,
on the contrary, , complemented the genes that brought it all.The third and most important conclusion is
that innovation is not so much a search for unexpected solutions, unexpected plots and a new language,
but a clarification of what is the norm (patriarchy) and what we should strive for, rejecting everything
that contradicts to her. For the ancient Greeks, there was nothing unusual in the fact that a beauty had
ten lovers at the same time, and for the students of Wu-Du, in the fact that they had lost their teacher.

For the modernists of the first half of our century, it was in the order of things that the best of what they
had achieved should be accepted by the authority of the teacher; for the modernists of the 70s. 20th
century innovation was the ability to continue the tradition. Those who are innovators for you today

were much more in need of the experience that you conveyed to them than of the language and
language that you spoke. Conclusion No. 6: is it enough to just go to the store to choose a product? 3.

Almost no one likes to discuss creativity as a scientific and technological discovery, but the debate
about whether it belongs to the discoveries of art proper, the debate about scientific and artistic
discoveries has a long history, and the debate about creativity is more relevant than ever . It is

characteristic that the current stage of elucidating the problem of creativity - starting with the works of
the American sociologist of culture John Norwich, devoted to creativity (1950-1956), the British

philosopher J.K. Salinger, who understood creativity through evolution itself (1973), and ending with
the works P. Austin, M. Hastings and other thinkers of the early 90s of the twentieth century - coincides

in time with two large recessions, exacerbating the problems existing in all spheres of society to the
limit. The first "wave" is connected with another new stage
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